
 

Portal 
 
One thing leads to another: 
a cool summer dawn, 
the dog with a dead bird,  
the garden’s sudden bloom— 
you have to pay attention 
to know when the door is open. 
Late in the day, collecting signs, 
the kitchen bursts into flame,  
the portal opens and I step  
back into another afternoon, 
not the memory of it,  
but the time itself, the same 
light and air, my body mine  
but not mine,  
our ancient oak still split  
by lightning, 
my father forever throwing a baseball,  
my mother eternally watering the roses.  
You return reluctantly or  
not at all. The door opens,  
then shuts, then opens again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Early Morning, Reading Rilke 
 
It’s the startling time of day— 
too bright, too much sky— 
Beauty can be convulsive— 
Feelings will raise us up if we let them.  
I draw the shades against the light— 
Rilke’s line “Unsere Türen schließen sehr fest” detoured me  
before the optimistic sun lit the room— 
Our doors shut fast—and it gets worse— 
Nothing is diminished—all is as it was before. 
I’m staying put—I’ve stuffed blankets  
in the windows to block out the day. What  
Rilke is saying is—don’t count on things working out, 
light illuminates but it also blinds, that flash  
across the elms might be sun, but it’s likely fire, 
the one we’ve been afraid of, that one.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Afternoon Storm 
 
Thunderclouds cross the mountains, 
rushing north on a tide of warm air,  
a whirl of shapes and shades of gray light. 
There’s science in this billow of moist air,  
thermals and inversions, plasma filling  
cumulonimbus— 
or perhaps haloed angels, 
wings flashing, sparking like downed 
power lines.  
 
Lightening-sheathed air 
heats to 70,000 degrees:  
no wonder the 
backyard smells like tar and the windows 
rattle as lawn chairs and toys 
tumble downhill, rising to fall in this  
hallowing wind. 
 
Science or art, there’s  
an opening in the day, a rising up 
that is sublime—the storm 
breaks and floods, I watch 
broken branches hurtle down this sump 
of a road, mud pushing to the river,  
sun fierce enough to burn the water— 
 
I can smell it boiling away. 
Now the light shifts to green  
and slants into rainbows, doubled and  
doubled again—no angels of course,  
but the glimmer of a hawk rising 
from the valley breaks the cooling air,  
ascends a thermal, and disappears 
into the freshening silence. 
 
 
 
 


